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Abstract Managing water resources systems requires coordinated operation of system infrastructure to
mitigate the impacts of hydrologic extremes while balancing conﬂicting multisectoral demands. Tradition-
ally, recommended management strategies are derived by optimizing system operations under a single
problem framing that is assumed to accurately represent the system objectives, tacitly ignoring the myriad
of effects that could arise from simpliﬁcations and mathematical assumptions made when formulating the
problem. This study illustrates the beneﬁts of a rival framings framework in which analysts instead interro-
gate multiple competing hypotheses of how complex water management problems should be formulated.
Analyzing rival framings helps discover unintended consequences resulting from inherent biases of alterna-
tive problem formulations. We illustrate this on the monsoonal Red River basin in Vietnam by optimizing
operations of the system’s four largest reservoirs under several different multiobjective problem framings.
In each rival framing, we specify different quantitative representations of the system’s objectives related to
hydropower production, agricultural water supply, and ﬂood protection of the capital city of Hanoi. We ﬁnd
that some formulations result in counterintuitive behavior. In particular, policies designed to minimize
expected ﬂood damages inadvertently increase the risk of catastrophic ﬂood events in favor of hydropower
production, while min-max objectives commonly used in robust optimization provide poor representations
of system tradeoffs due to their instability. This study highlights the importance of carefully formulating and
evaluating alternative mathematical abstractions of stakeholder objectives describing the multisectoral
water demands and risks associated with hydrologic extremes.
1. Introduction
Managing both intraannual and interannual hydrologic variability has posed a continual challenge to
human societies. This challenge is especially difﬁcult for low income countries whose economies depend
largely on agriculture, but lack the institutional and infrastructure capacity to adapt to variable hydrologic
conditions [Hall et al., 2014]. Climate change is only expected to exacerbate this issue, as greater warming
should increase both evaporation and precipitable water, paradoxically leading to both longer, more severe
droughts and more intense ﬂooding [Trenberth, 2011]. Recent observations indicate intensiﬁcation of the
hydrologic cycle has already begun [Huntington, 2006], with more frequent heat and precipitation extremes
observed over the last half century [Coumou and Rahmstorf, 2012]. Again, these impacts are felt most by
the disadvantaged, deepening poverty in low income, climate-dependent economies [Olsson et al., 2014;
Hallegatte et al., 2015; World Bank, 2016]. Furthermore, as these economies grow and diversify out of agricul-
ture, competition for water resources across their developing sectors will increase. In order to reduce, and if
possible overcome, the negative impacts and water conﬂicts associated with hydrologic extremes, it is
of paramount importance that innovative water management policies be discovered [Tanaka et al., 2006;
Giuliani et al., 2016a; World Bank, 2016].
Conventionally, water resources managers have attempted to reduce the multisectoral impacts of hydro-
logic variability through optimized reservoir operations. Given that most river basins now contain multiple
reservoirs, optimizing operations is mathematically challenging just considering the competing objectives
and the high-dimensional and stochastic nature of the multireservoir control problem [Giuliani et al., 2016b;
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Zatarain Salazar et al., 2016]. While addressing these challenges, this study also confronts the often-ignored
epistemic uncertainties surrounding how to formulate the control problem itself. In classical decision theory,
the problem formulation is designed to conform to the chosen modeling approach [Tsoukias, 2008], disre-
garding the fact that the chosen procedure will affect the predictions of the consequences of alternative
solutions [Majone and Quade, 1980], and consequently which solutions are considered ‘‘optimal’’ [Roy,
1990]. Kasprzyk et al. [2009] and Zeff et al. [2014] illustrate this on separate multiobjective water supply port-
folio planning problems in which the attainable system performance depends heavily on which objectives,
constraints, and decisions are included in the optimization. More speciﬁcally, Kasprzyk et al. [2009] ﬁnd that
different families of solutions emerge from different formulations, with some formulations missing entire
regions of decision relevant tradeoff solutions. As such, how one frames a problem can wield an inadvertent
inﬂuence of power on the outcome [Stirling, 2008]. This has led natural resources managers to advocate for
the exploration of alternative problem structures [Hoppe, 2011] in participatory planning processes in order
to discover tensions between competing framings formulated under different perceptions of stakeholder
values [Bosomworth et al., 2017].
Acknowledging that the most appropriate problem formulation is itself uncertain, in this study we explore
alternative problem structures using what Tsoukias [2008] dubs a ‘‘constructive’’ decision aiding approach in
which the problem formulation itself is constructed, not just the optimal solutions. Within the water resour-
ces literature, similar methods were developed in the 1960s under the Harvard Water Program through
which Maass et al. [1962] proposed a four-step process for designing water resources systems: (1) identify-
ing the objectives, (2) translating the objectives into design criteria, (3) using these criteria to design water
resources development and management plans, and (4) evaluating the consequences of the plans that
have been developed, in particular, by quantifying regrets associated with using one objective over
another. Emerging from the early origins of behavioral economics, this approach has inspired new decision
theories such as the version concept of Roy [2010], the rival problem framings concept of Walker et al.
[2003], and de novo programming of Zeleny [1981], which Kasprzyk et al. [2012] expand on to explicitly cap-
ture multiple objectives. This approach is perhaps best described by Zeleny [1989]:
Making decisions does not mean ﬁnding our ways through a ﬁxed maze (problem solving)—decision
making refers to the very construction of that maze—ordering of nature so that we ourselves can ﬁnd our way
through it.
In this study, we highlight the importance of evaluating alternative constructions of the maze that is the
multiobjective, multireservoir control problem through Vietnam’s Red River basin, where operations of the
four largest reservoirs must balance agricultural water demands for food and energy production, while also
reducing ﬂood risks to the capital city of Hanoi. Similar in concept to the approaches of Kasprzyk et al.
[2009] and Zeff et al. [2014], we build and evaluate four rival problem framings of the Red River control
problem; however, we not only vary the objectives and constraints included in each formulation, but also
the mathematical quantiﬁcation of those objectives. Building on insights from Giuliani and Castelletti [2016]
in highlighting the importance of capturing multiple risk attitudes in problem framings for water manage-
ment applications, we construct several alternative management objectives representing a range of stake-
holder risk preferences from highly risk-averse (e.g., min-max objectives) to risk-neutral (e.g., expectation
objectives). By optimizing Red River reservoir operations to alternative formulations encompassing a gradi-
ent of risk attitudes and reevaluating the resulting solutions from each formulation on the objectives from
each of the other competing formulations, we seek to mitigate the unintended systematic biases that
Majone and Quade [1980] caution analysts to guard against. We also perform visual diagnostics of the
Pareto-approximate operating policies discovered under each problem formulation to better understand
the effects of preference and framing on the resulting system behavior.
One of the difﬁculties of applying this constructive decision aiding approach is that traditional optimization
methods may be limited in the type and scale of problems they can solve. For example, linear programming
methods can only solve problems with linear objectives and constraints, while linear quadratic program-
ming methods can only solve problems for linear systems with quadratic objective functions [Yeh, 1985]. In
terms of scale, Giuliani et al. [2016b] note that commonly used stochastic dynamic programming methods
are limited by several dimensional curses that conﬁne the number of reservoirs whose operations can feasi-
bly be optimized simultaneously, the number of exogenous variables, such as streamﬂow and precipitation,
that can be used to condition reservoir release decisions, and the number of Pareto-optimal solutions that
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can be discovered. Additionally, the system states must be discretized, the objective functions and con-
straints must be time-separable and the disturbance process must be uncorrelated in time [Castelletti et al.,
2012a]. These latter constraints severely limit the type of objectives that can be formulated by traditional
methods. For example, time-separability constraints make it impossible to reﬂect different risk attitudes
with respect to different objectives within a single problem formulation, e.g., by calculating some objectives
in expectation and others using a min-max formulation.
Fortunately, Giuliani et al. [2016b] show that these restrictions can be overcome with Evolutionary Multi-
Objective Direct Policy Search (EMODPS), a simulation-optimization approach in which multiobjective evo-
lutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are used to optimize the performance of multireservoir operating policies sim-
ulated over stochastic streamﬂows. Importantly, the objectives calculated over this simulation need not be
time-separable, and the operating policies can be ﬂexibly formulated to approximate any mathematical
form. For example, nonlinear approximators can be used to describe the operating policies, allowing for
adaptable, state-dependent operating rules. Consequently, EMODPS allows us to formulate complex prob-
lem formulations, improving our ability to accurately assess system performance. This added layer of prob-
lem complexity further motivates the need to test competing formulations of water resources optimization
problems: ﬁrst, because different combinations of performance measures may more effectively capture the
stakeholders’ objectives, and second, because multiple nonlinear objectives may interact in unpredictable
ways, increasing the risk of unintended consequences. Fortunately, recent computational advancements in
our ability to solve complex, multiobjective control problems [Reed and Hadka, 2014] have enabled a formal
implementation of a rival framings approach to better account for problem formulation uncertainty.
Building off of foundational work by the Harvard Water Program [Maass et al., 1962] and others in highlight-
ing the importance of utilizing multiple performance measures to evaluate system performance, in this
study we exploit the computational power of EMODPS to optimize multireservoir operating policies for the
Red River basin, described in section 2, under multiple problem formulations outlined in section 3. While
many uncertainties surround reservoir operations, such as model, demand, and climate uncertainty, as well
as nonstationarity in risk-preferences, we focus our analyses on stationary problem formulation uncertainty
to isolate its effects. In section 4 we use visual diagnostics to assess the importance of this uncertainty by
illustrating how policy operations designed under different formulations impact system performance.
Through this analysis, we ﬁnd several unintended consequences and unforeseen beneﬁts of particular fram-
ings that have important implications for how the system can better manage extremes and conﬂicting mul-
tisectoral demands. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to know a priori what the effects of alternative
objectives will be. For this reason, we conclude in section 5 with a discussion of the importance of applying
constructive decision aiding processes to effectively manage the negative impacts and water conﬂicts asso-
ciated with hydroclimatic variability and change. Future work will explore how problem formulation uncer-
tainty compares with other sources of uncertainty in inﬂuencing overall system performance.
2. Red River Context
2.1. Basin Description
From its source in southern China to its mouth in the South China Sea, the Red River basin spans
169,000 km2, 51% of which lies in Vietnam. As the second largest river basin in Vietnam, the Red River
serves as a vital agricultural and economic resource to the developing nation. Recent reservoir construction
in the system has signiﬁcantly contributed to Vietnam’s energy growth, with hydropower currently repre-
senting 46% of the country’s total installed electric power capacity [Asian Development Bank, 2016]. These
reservoirs have also enabled more secure and stable food production through irrigable agriculture, a key
component in poverty alleviation, as 70% of the Vietnamese population is employed in agriculture, 76% of
which is irrigated [Nguyen et al., 2002]. With cultivation and ﬁsheries representing 58% and 29% of average
water demand in the delta, respectively (Figure 1b), managing droughts is vital for Vietnam’s food security.
Yet, while drought concerns during the dry season threaten the region’s ability to provide sufﬁcient water
supply for agriculture and hydropower, large-scale ﬂoods during the monsoon season endanger the basin’s
infrastructure. The rapidly urbanizing Vietnamese capital of Hanoi lies in the Red River delta, where average
annual ﬂood damages have been estimated at 130 million USD [Hansson and Ekenberg, 2002]. Seeking to
reduce the impacts of severe and frequent ﬂooding, the Red River’s second largest reservoir, Hoa Binh, was
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speciﬁcally designed to reduce the maximum observed ﬂood peak at Hanoi from 14.8 to 13.3 m, just below
the 13.4 m dike height [Le Ngo et al., 2007]. Flood protection requires maintaining low storage at Hoa Binh
and the other system reservoirs during monsoonal months to ensure that there is sufﬁcient storage capacity
to capture large ﬂood events. However, maintaining low storage in the reservoirs reduces hydropower pro-
duction and the ability to supply water for irrigation. In this study, we investigate if improved multireservoir
operations in Vietnam’s Red River basin can better balance the multisectoral demands of agricultural water
supply, energy production, and ﬂood protection.
2.2. Model Description
Figure 2a shows the locations of the four largest reservoirs within the Red River basin whose operations we
optimize. Figure 2b, reproduced from Giuliani et al. [2017], provides a more detailed schematic of how ﬂows
are simulated through the system. The two largest reservoirs, Son La (SL) and Hoa Binh (HB), are located in
series along the Da River, which provides roughly half of the total system ﬂow. Hoa Binh is the most impor-
tant reservoir for ﬂood protection since it is the last reservoir before Hanoi along the largest tributary. Paral-
lel to Son La and Hoa Binh are the Thac Ba (TB) reservoir on the Chay River and the Tuyen Quang (TQ)
reservoir on the Gam River. These reservoirs are much smaller in terms of storage and power capacity. Alto-
gether, the four modeled reservoirs have a storage capacity of 22.67 billion m3 and power capacity of 4782
MW. Table 1 lists the storage and power capacities of each reservoir individually.
We simulate ﬂows through the Red River system using two submodels: (1) ﬂows through the reservoirs and
power plants and (2) ﬂows through the delta. All data used to build the model are from the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Rural Development (MARD) of Vietnam and were collected during the Integrated and sustain-
able water Management of Red Thai Binh Rivers system in changing climate (IMRR) project (http://xake.elet.
polimi.it/imrr/). In the ﬁrst submodel, we estimate the volume of storage, skt , in the k-th reservoir at time t
using simple mass balance equations:
sSLt 5s
SL
t211q
Da
t 2r
SL
t 2e
SL
t SðsSLt21Þ (1)
sHBt 5s
HB
t211q
Da;lat
t 1r
SL
t 2r
HB
t 2e
HB
t SðsHBt21Þ (2)
sTBt 5s
TB
t211q
Chay
t 2r
TB
t 2e
TB
t SðsTBt21Þ (3)
sTQt 5s
TQ
t211q
Gam
t 2r
TQ
t 2e
TQ
t SðsTQt21Þ (4)
where rkt is the actual release from the k-th reservoir in the time interval [t – 1, t); q
Da
t ; q
Chay
t , and q
Gam
t are
the water volumes from the Da, Chay, and Gam rivers ﬂowing into the Son La, Thac Ba, and Tuyen Quang
a) b)
Figure 1. (a) Average water demand over time in the Red River delta and (b) its distribution across sectors, obtained from the Vietnamese
Institute of Water Resources Planning (IWRP). There is a large spike in demand at the beginning of February for ﬁeld ﬂooding at the time
of planting, illustrating why agriculture represents the largest source of demand (58%). The next most important sector is ﬁsheries (29%),
further highlighting the importance of water supply for the region’s food security.
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reservoirs, respectively, in this time interval; qDa;latt is the lateral inﬂow to the Da River between Son La and
Hoa Binh during this time interval; ekt is the average evaporation rate from the k-th reservoir during this
time interval and Sðskt21Þ is the surface area of k-th reservoir at time t – 1 as a function of its storage level at
time t – 1. For each reservoir k, deterministic rates of ekt are assumed for each calendar day based on a 10
day moving average of the average historical evaporation rates from the nearest meteorological station
over the period 1959–2011 [see Bernardi et al., 2014 for more details]. In our notation, the value of the sub-
script indicates the time step at which each variable’s value is deterministically known. The time step at
which the release decision is made is 1 day; however, this volume of water is allocated hourly in the model
assuming the operator optimally engages the turbines to maximize daily energy production. Following this
assumption, we estimate the daily hydropower produced by the k-th reservoir’s hydropower plant using
the function gkt5f ðskt21; rkt Þ, which is described by an artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) [see Giuliani et al.,
2016a for more details].
Because it is unrealistic and unsafe to assume no future streamﬂows will lie outside of those which have
already been observed [Thomas and Fiering, 1962], we run the ﬁrst submodel with synthetically generated
hydrology. Compared to the limited 51 year historical record (1960–2010), these synthetic streamﬂows
expand the range of hydrologic scenarios to which reservoir operations are optimized. In this study, we
assume hydrologic stationarity in generating synthetic ﬂows for the model simulations such that optimized
operating policies represent baseline tradeoffs under our best perception of the current state of the world.
Consequently, this study focuses solely on problem formulation uncertainty. In future work, we will explore
the effects of uncertainty in the distribution of
future hydrologic ﬂows on the performance of
these optimized policies.
Here we synthetically generate correlated
monthly streamﬂows on the ﬁve tributaries,
qDat ; q
Thao
t ; q
Chay
t ; q
Lo
t , and q
Gam
t using the method
of Kirsch et al. [2013]. This method uses Cholesky
decomposition to preserve autocorrelation, and a
simultaneous resampling of historical ﬂows at
Table 1. Storage and Power Capacities of Reservoirs in the Red
River Basin Whose Operations Are Optimized
Reservoir
Storage in
Bm3 (% of Total)
Maximum Power
Capacity (MW)
Son La 9.58 (42.3%) 2400
Hoa Binh 8.38 (37.0%) 1920
Thac Ba 2.81 (12.4%) 120
Tuyen Quang 1.90 (8.4%) 342
Son La
Hoa Binh
Tuyen Quang
Hanoi
Sea Tide
Da River
Thao River
Chay River 
Gam River
qThao
Delta
catchment
reservoir
delta
power plant
flooding point
Thac Ba
Lo River 
qDa
qChay
qLo
qGam
s SL
s HB sTB
sTQ
z HN
Υ
τ
r SL
r HB r
TB
rTQ
b) Red River basin model
Hoa Binh
Son La
Thac Ba
Tuyen Quang
Hanoi
China
Laos
Thailand
Myanmar
Vietnam
Cambodia
a) Red River basin map
Figure 2. (a) Map of the Red River basin and (b) schematization of the main components of the Red River basin model (reproduced from Giuliani et al. [2017]). The inﬂows shown in Fig-
ure 2b are generated synthetically, the releases at each of the reservoirs are determined by the optimized operating policies, and subsequent ﬂows through the delta are modeled by a
dynamic emulator of a MIKE 11 simulation of the downstream hydraulics.
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each site to preserve spatial correlation. We then disaggregate the synthetic monthly ﬂows to daily ﬂows using
the method of Nowak et al. [2010], which proportionally scales historical daily ﬂows at each site from a proba-
bilistically selected month of the historical record such that the synthetic monthly total is preserved. Finally,
we scale the lateral inﬂow between the Son La and Hoa Binh reservoirs, qDa;latt , from q
Da
t assuming a constant
ﬂow per unit drainage area. Readers interested in a more detailed discussion and statistical validation of the
synthetic streamﬂows can reference the supporting information.
For the delta submodel, we use a meta-model developed by Dinh [2015] to approximate a 1-D hydrody-
namic model (MIKE 11) of the ﬂow routing from the reservoirs to Hanoi and the irrigation districts. The
meta-model employs an ANN to approximate the water volume in the irrigation canals, !t , the water level
at Hanoi, zHNt , and the supply deﬁcit, Dt:
!t5f ð!t21; .t;Wt; st21Þ (5)
zHNt 5f ðzHNt21; .t; st21Þ (6)
Dt5f ð.t;Wt; st21;!tÞ (7)
where .t5r
HB
t211r
TB
t211r
TQ
t211q
Thao
t21 1q
Lo
t21 is the total inﬂow to the canals assuming a 1 day travel time from
the reservoirs and streamﬂow gauges of the Thao and Lo rivers to the delta; Wt is the time-dependent water
demand; and st–1 is the previous day’s tide. Using this meta-model reduces the computational demands of
simulating 20 years of operations from a few days to a few seconds, making optimization computationally
feasible. See Dinh [2015] for more details.
3. Methods
In this study, we evaluate four competing problem formulations of the Red River control problem. Because
many of the problem formulations we explore are mathematically complex, we need a ﬂexible optimization
approach that does not require a speciﬁc problem structure. The Evolutionary Multi-Objective Direct Policy
Search (EMODPS) framework [Giuliani et al., 2016b] provides this ﬂexibility. EMODPS is a parameterization-
simulation-optimization approach [Koutsoyiannis and Economou, 2003] in which reservoir operating policies
are parameterized within a given family of functions (e.g., piecewise linear functions, radial basis functions,
etc.), simulated over a series of stochastic inputs, and then optimized to improve performance over multiple
system objectives computed in the simulation. EMODPS utilizes nonlinear universal approximators to
parameterize candidate operating policies and multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) to optimize
their performance over the problem’s conﬂicting objectives. Earlier work in the Red River basin by Castelletti
et al. [2012b] found that EMODPS was able to discover operating policies for Hoa Binh that outperformed
historical operations on every objective, and more recent work by Giuliani et al. [2016a] indicated it was
capable of converging on a more challenging three-reservoir version of the model.
Here we advance the EMODPS framework with an additional diagnostic veriﬁcation step. This step includes
reevaluating the optimized policies on an out-of-sample set of stochastic inputs to ensure that they general-
ize well, and analyzing the policies themselves to understand how they operate on the system to achieve
the given objectives. In summary, the primary steps in the EMODPS framework presented in this study are:
(1) formulation of the system objectives, (2) formulation of reservoir operating policies as functions whose
parameters are to be optimized, (3) multiobjective optimization of the policies, and (4) diagnostic veriﬁca-
tion of the optimized policies. We describe each of these steps in detail below.
3.1. Formulation of Objectives
A core goal and contribution of this work is to better understand the nature of the operational tradeoffs
across the Red River system’s three primary functions: ﬂood protection, hydropower production, and agri-
cultural water supply. However, as noted in the introduction, translating each of the system objectives into
quantitative performance measures is not straightforward. Consequently, we explore four rival problem
framings that capture a range of stakeholder attitudes toward risk from highly risk-averse to risk-neutral.
We take a multiobjective optimization approach since collapsing these objectives into a single economic
performance measure weighting the different objectives may lead to a single objective unexpectedly domi-
nating the system performance [Arrow, 1950; Kasprzyk et al., 2015]. This could be especially concerning if
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the estimates of the costs and beneﬁts associated with ﬂood damages, hydropower revenue, and agricul-
tural losses during drought are highly uncertain and nonstationary [Dittrich et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017].
For these reasons, in each formulation, we quantify the three key stakeholder objectives using unmonetized
measures of performance, but recommend that economic estimates be incorporated a posteriori to aid
decision makers in choosing among alternative operating policies.
The four candidate formulations we explore in this study are as follows: (1) Worst Case (WC), (2) Worst First
Percentile (WP1), (3) Expected Value (EV), and (4) Expected Value & Standard Deviation of Hydropower
(EV&SDH). In each formulation, operating policies are simulated over N ensemble members of T years of syn-
thetically generated streamﬂows, with N and T varying by formulation. In all formulations, each T-year simu-
lation begins on 1 May, the ﬁrst day of the monsoon season, and initial conditions for 31 April must be
speciﬁed for the storages at the four reservoirs, {.sSL0 ; s
HB
0 ; s
TB
0 ; s
TQ
0 }, the water level at Hanoi, z
HN
0 , the water
volume in the canals, !0, the ﬂow to the delta, .0, and the total system inﬂow, qTOT0 . In the WC formulation,
objectives are calculated over N5 50 ensemble members of length T5 20 years (i.e., 50 unique 20 year
streamﬂow records). Since this is a fairly long simulation length, performance is relatively insensitive to ini-
tial conditions, so constant, typical values for 31 April are assumed. In the WP1, EV and EV&SDH formula-
tions, however, objectives are calculated over N5 1000 ensemble members of length T5 1 year (i.e., 1000
unique 1 year streamﬂow records). In order to better sample interannual variability under these shorter sim-
ulations, initial conditions are randomized for each ensemble member by sampling joint conditions on 31
April from 10,000 year simulations of the optimal policies from the WC formulation. Table 2 summarizes the
characteristics of the simulations over which policies are optimized for each formulation.
When formulating candidate objective functions for optimization, a single performance statistic across the
N ensembles of T-year simulations must be quantiﬁed mathematically. We calculate the d-th objective, Jd,
according to equation (8):
Jd5Wi2ð1;...;NÞ½Ut2ð1;...;365TÞ½gdðt; iÞ (8)
where gd(t, i) is the value of the d-th objective on day t of the i-th ensemble member, U is an operator for the
aggregation of gd(t, i) over time, such as the sum (
P
), and W is a statistic used to ﬁlter the noise across ensem-
ble members, such as the expected value (E). It is through these key variables, gd(t, i), U, W, N, and T, that the
problem formulation can vary to reﬂect different risk attitudes, e.g., by changing how objectives are aggregated
over time and ﬁltered across noise, as well as the time horizon over which they are calculated [Soncini-Sessa
et al., 2007]. While these variables change across the four formulations we explore, the general form of the
highest dimensional multiobjective optimization problem can be summarized by equations (9)–(11) below:
h5argminhJðhÞ (9)
where
J5
2JHydroðhÞ
JDeficit2ðhÞ
JFloodðhÞ
JRecoveryðhÞ
JHydro StdðhÞ
2
666666664
3
777777775
(10)
Table 2. Characteristics of Simulations Over Which Policies Are Optimized for Each Formulation
Formulation Initial Conditions
Ensemble
Size (N)
Years/
Ensemble (T)
Worst Case (WC) Constant, average conditions 50 20
Worst First Percentile (WP1) Randomly sampled from simulation
of WC policies over 10,000 years
1000 1
Expected Value (EV) Randomly sampled from simulation
of WC policies over 10,000 years
1000 1
Expected Value & Standard
Deviation of Hydropower (EV&SDH)
Randomly sampled from simulation
of WC policies over 10,000 years
1000 1
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subject to
JFloodðhÞ  C (11)
where h is a vector of decision variables describing the operating policies deﬁned in section 3.2 and C is a
constraint on the ﬂooding objective deﬁned for each formulation in sections 3.1.1–3.1.4. Table 3 summa-
rizes which objectives and constraints are included in each formulation. As indicated by the superscripts,
some of the objectives are the same across formulations, while others are not. Mathematical descriptions of
each of the objectives under each formulation, including gd(t, i), U andW, are provided in Appendix A, while
summary text descriptions and our rationale for each candidate formulation are provided in sections 3.1.1–
3.1.4 below.
3.1.1. Worst Case (WC) Formulation
The WC formulation assumes a highly risk-averse operator concerned with minimizing the worst case per-
formance of the hydropower, ﬂooding, and water supply objectives across an ensemble of potential condi-
tions, similar to prior published studies by Orlovski et al. [1984] and Soncini-Sessa et al. [1990]. This
formulation was designed based on the desire of the MARD to formulate conservative operating policies,
particularly with respect to ﬂooding.
In the WC formulation, the ﬁrst objective, JWCHydro, seeks to maximize hydropower production based on the
desire of the Vietnamese Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT) to generate as much hydropower as possible
in order to minimize costs of production from thermal plants and import. Here, we calculate average hydro-
power production over the synthetically generated 20 year streamﬂow sequences (U5E365T ) and minimize
the worst case average production across the 50 member ensemble (W5minN). Simulations of 20 years are
chosen to provide estimates of production over a typical planning period, while the worst case across 50
simulations of 20 years is minimized to ensure reasonable performance in even the worst case potential
planning period. In the Red River system, we optimize hydropower production rather than revenue because
the Vietnamese electricity market is regulated by the Government and energy is sold at a ﬁxed rate. Since
the price is ﬁxed, maximizing production is equivalent to maximizing the revenue from production [Castel-
letti et al., 2012b]. While unexplored here, uncertainty in how best to formulate this objective could be con-
sidered in an additional rival framing.
The second objective, JWCDeficit2 , seeks to minimize the squared water supply deﬁcit. As with hydropower, the
average daily squared deﬁcit is calculated over every 20 year ensemble member (U5E365T ) and we mini-
mize the maximum of these averages across the 50 ensemble members (W5maxN). The daily deﬁcit is
squared to numerically favor several small deﬁcits over a small number of large deﬁcits. This objective was
accepted by the MARD through the IMRR project in 2013.
The ﬁnal objective of this formulation, JWCFlood , seeks to minimize ﬂood damages. In each of the 20 year simula-
tions, we approximate expected ﬂood damages by the penalty function shown in Figure 3 and minimize the
maximum expected damages across the 50 member ensemble (U5E365T and W5maxN). Based on alarm
levels elicited from stakeholders, water levels between 6 and 11.25 m are penalized minimally by a linearly
increasing function of depth, while water levels above 11.25 m are more harshly penalized by a fourth-order
polynomial to reduce the probability of overtopping the dikes at 13.4 m [Giuliani et al., 2016a]. This damage
function was suggested by the Vietnamese Central Committee for Flood and Storm Control (CCFSC).
Minimizing ﬂooding damages is a common approach to optimizing reservoir operations for ﬂood control
[Windsor, 1973; Needham et al., 2000; Lund, 2002; Malekmohammadi et al., 2009]. In past studies of ﬂooding
in the Red River basin, Vinh Hung et al. [2007] estimated damages using a 2-D hydrodynamic model of the
delta mapping water levels to inundated area, while De Kort and Booij [2007] used past ﬂood recovery costs
Table 3. Objectives and Constraints Included in Optimization Under Each Problem Formulationa
Formulation Objectives Constraints
Worst Case (WC) JWCHydro; J
WC
Deficit2 ; J
WC
Flood
–
Worst First Percentile (WP1) JWP1Hydro; J
WP1
Deficit2 ; J
WP1
Flood ; J
WP1
Recovery J
WP1
Flood  2:15m
Expected Value (EV) JEVHydro; J
EV
Deficit2 ; J
WP1
Flood ; J
EV
Recovery J
WP1
Flood  2:15m
Expected Value & Standard Deviation of Hydropower (EV&SDH) JEVHydro; J
EV
Deficit2 ; J
WP1
Flood ; J
EV
Recovery ; J
EV & SDH
Hydro Std J
WP1
Flood  2:15m
aSee sections 3.1.1–3.1.4 for further explanation.
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and ﬂow rates to estimate a
damage curve. In contrast, Cas-
telletti et al. [2012b] concluded
that minimizing estimated dam-
ages was not appropriate in the
Red River because the delta is
constantly changing as a result
of dike breaching events and
urban development.
When estimating actual dam-
ages is difﬁcult or they are non-
stationary as is the case here, it
is common to instead create
a ﬂood penalty function that
harshly penalizes high water
levels [see e.g., Orlovski et al.,
1984; Needham et al., 2000]. This
is the intent of the above func-
tion. Castelletti et al. [2012b]
take a similar approach by mini-
mizing the average squared
excess of 9.5 m at Hanoi, an
alarm level chosen from Hans-
son and Ekenberg [2002]. The
excesses are squared to reduce
the total force on the levee, the driver of collapse, which increases with the square of the water level. Simi-
larly, Le Ngo et al. [2007] minimize a weighted sum of squared maximum water levels at Hanoi and squared
deviations of the Hoa Binh reservoir level from its maximum each ﬂood season. The piecewise fourth-order
polynomial used here is intended to be extremely risk-averse.
3.1.2. Worst First Percentile (WP1) Formulation
In prior work in the Red River Basin, Giuliani et al. [2017] solved the WC formulation of the problem as
both a challenging computational benchmark application and to provide an initial understanding of the
system’s multisectoral tradeoffs. Subsequent to this effort, the authors reevaluated the policies derived
from the WC formulation on a larger set of out-of-sample streamﬂows and observed that the policies did
not generalize well. For this reason, we explore an alternative risk-averse formulation here in which we
minimize the worst ﬁrst percentile across a 1000 member ensemble of 1 year simulations rather than the
absolute worst across a 50 member ensemble of 20 year simulations. The motivations for this are twofold:
(1) the worst ﬁrst percentile should be more stable than the worst case, as the worst case has a higher
sampling variance and may be unbounded [Stedinger et al., 1993], and (2) aggregating objectives over 1
year simulations and minimizing the worst ﬁrst percentile across a 1000 member ensemble may better
capture interannual variability. Aggregating objectives over 20 year simulations and minimizing the worst
case across a 50 member ensemble as in the WC formulation may mask particularly bad years if several
good years are also included.
In the WP1 formulation, we compute hydropower production and the squared deﬁcit in expectation within
each ensemble member’s 1 year simulation (U5E365T ), just as in the 20 year simulations of the WC formula-
tion. However, we then calculate JWP1Hydro and J
WP1
Deficit2 as the worst ﬁrst percentile of these averages across the
1000 member ensemble rather than the absolute worst (W5quantile N{U, 0.01} for JWP1Hydro and W5quantile
N{U, 0.99} for JWP1Deficit2 ). In the WP1 formulation, we also reframe how the ﬂooding objective is calculated
within each 1 year simulation so that the objective values are more semantically meaningful. While the
fourth-order polynomial is intended to be very conservative with respect to ﬂooding, the value of the dam-
age function is hard to comprehend since it maps water levels to a dimensionless number, not a monetary
value. If stakeholders are trying to weigh the trade-off between two solutions, it is unclear how much better
or worse one solution does with respect to the other in terms of ﬂooding based on their objective values.
Figure 3. Flood penalty function used to approximate damages at Hanoi. Below 6 m
(dotted black line) there are assumed to be no damages. Between 6 and 11.25 m (dashed
black line), damages are assumed to be minor and linearly increasing with depth, but
above 11.25 m they become severe and are modeled by a fourth-order polynomial. This
shape is intended to keep water levels from breaching the dikes at 13.4 m (solid black
line). The shape of the damage function and the alarm levels were elicited from
stakeholders.
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Motivated by Hashimoto et al. [1982], we partition the ﬂooding objective into two components: resilience,
JWP1Recovery , and vulnerability, J
WP1
Flood .
In this study, we quantify ﬂood resilience within each 1 year simulation using its inverse, measured as the
average time to recovery after the water level at Hanoi exceeds 6 m (U5E365T ). We quantify ﬂood vulnera-
bility as the maximum annual water level in excess of 11.25 m (U5max365T). These two thresholds are
based on the same cutoffs used to deﬁne the piecewise polynomial function used to estimate ﬂood dam-
ages in the worst case formulation (see Figure 3). Since the WP1 formulation minimizes the worst ﬁrst per-
centile across a 1000 member ensemble of 1 year simulations (W5quantile N{U, 0.99} for both JWP1Flood and
JWP1Recovery ), the ﬂood vulnerability objective, J
WP1
Flood , is equivalent to minimizing the amount by which the 100
year ﬂood exceeds 11.25 m. Unlike the WC ﬂood damages objective, which we do not constrain because it
is unclear what is an acceptable level of dimensionless damages, we constrain the WP1 ﬂood vulnerability
objective to be less than 2.15 m (the difference between the second alarm level and the dike height) under
the assumption that stakeholders would like to be protected to at least the 100 year ﬂood level. The resil-
ience objective, JWP1Recovery , is intended to keep water levels at Hanoi persistently low in order to reduce the
sustained pressure on the dikes. It is expected that these two ﬂood objectives will conﬂict; maintaining low
water levels at Hanoi may require higher storages in the reservoirs, reducing their capacity to capture large
ﬂoods, putting Hanoi at risk of higher maximum water levels.
3.1.3. Expected Value (EV) Formulation
The WC and WP1 formulations both assume a risk-averse operator who is concerned with the tails of the
distribution of each objective. However, optimizing to the tails often requires sacriﬁces in the mean [Beyer
and Sendhoff, 2007]. In the EV formulation, we assume a risk neutral operator who is primarily concerned
with average performance, representing common practice in water resources optimization problems (for
examples, see reviews by Yakowitz [1982]; Yeh [1985]; Labadie [2004], and sources cited therein). Under the
EV formulation, we quantify JEVHydro; J
EV
Deficit2 , and J
EV
Recovery as the expected annual hydropower production,
squared deﬁcit, and recovery time for water levels over 6 m at Hanoi, respectively, calculating their averages
across a 1000 member ensemble of 1 year simulations (U5E365T and W5EN). We do not change the ﬂood
vulnerability objective and constraint from the WP1 formulation, though, as ﬂooding is not a concern in the
average year; it is only the extremes that put the city of Hanoi at risk and consequently need to be
minimized.
3.1.4. Expected Value and Standard Deviation of Hydropower (EV&SDH) Formulation
The ﬁnal formulation we test can be viewed as a compromise between the risk-averse WP1 formulation and
the risk-neutral EV formulation, with a speciﬁc focus on the interannual variability of hydropower produc-
tion. In the classical robust optimization literature, it has long been recognized that there is often a direct
conﬂict between the mean and variance of stochastic performance measures [Taguchi, 1986]. Knowing this,
operators may be willing to trade off exceptionally high years of hydropower production if operations can
be discovered that reduce their exposure to drought-driven losses in production. In the water resources lit-
erature, these concerns have been addressed by including measures of variability in addition to expecta-
tion, either as an additional objective in a multiobjective optimization problem [Kawachi and Maeda, 2004;
Reed and Kasprzyk, 2009], as a constraint [Kasprzyk et al., 2012], or as part of a weighted single objective
function [Watkins and McKinney, 1997; Ray et al., 2013]. Here we take the ﬁrst approach and explicitly quan-
tify the trade-off between maximizing mean hydropower performance and minimizing the variability about
that mean by adding an objective to the EV formulation, JEV & SDHHydro Std , to minimize the standard deviation in
average annual hydropower production (U5E365T and W5 stdN). All other objectives and constraints are
the same as in the EV formulation.
Table 4 provides a summary of the objective calculations from each formulation. For a more detailed, math-
ematical description of the objectives from each formulation, see Appendix A.
3.2. Formulation of Operating Policies
In order to optimize the complex objective functions deﬁned for each of the four rival framings described in
sections 3.1.1–3.1.4, we need to specify an operating policy for each of the reservoirs. In this study, we apply
ﬂexible, nonlinear functions that do not require an assumed mathematical form but can universally approxi-
mate a variety of functional shapes. Two such common functions are artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) and
radial basis functions (RBFs). Giuliani et al. [2016b] compare operating policies optimized for Hoa Binh with
EMODPS using ANNs and RBFs and ﬁnd that ANNs tend to overﬁt to the stochastic simulations they are
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trained on, generalizing less well when reevaluated
out-of-sample. For this reason, we parameterize the
operating policies of the four reservoirs with RBFs.
As shown in equation (12), the RBF-based represen-
tation of operational policies prescribe releases, ukt
(normalized on [0,1]), from the k-th reservoir at
time t as a function of B time-varying inputs, xt
(normalized on [0,1]):
ukt5
XA
i51
wki exp

2
XB
j51
ððxtÞj2cj;iÞ2
b2j;i

(12)
where (xt)j is the normalized value of the j-th input
at time t, A is the number of RBFs, wki is the weight
of the i-th RBF associated with the k-th reservoir,
and cj,i and bj,i are the centers and radii, respectively,
of the i-th RBF associated with the j-th input. Due to
physical constraints, the actual release from reser-
voir k at the end of the time interval [t,t11), rkt11, is not always the same as the unnormalized policy-
prescribed release. If there is insufﬁcient water to meet the unnormalized value of ukt , only the available water
is released, and if there is insufﬁcient storage capacity, skcap, to allow only releasing the unnormalized value of
ukt , the excess is spilled.
The centers, radii, and weights of the RBF policies compose the decision variables, h, optimized by the
MOEA (see equation (9)):
h5
ci;j
bi;j
wki
2
664
3
775with i5f1; . . . ;Ag; j5f1; . . . ; Bg and k5f1; . . . ;Mg (13)
where ci;j 2 ½21; 1; bi;j 2 ½0; 1, and wki 2 ½0; 1 with
XA
i51
wki 518 k. For M outputs (reservoirs), this corre-
sponds to A(M1 2B) decision variables. We model the releases at M5 4 reservoirs using A5 11 RBFs and
B5 6 inputs, where the inputs are the storages at each reservoir, the total system inﬂow, and the day of the
year: xt5fsSLt ; sHBt ; sTBt ; sTQt ; qTOTt ; tg where qTOTt 5qDat 1qDa;latt 1qThaot 1qChayt 1qGamt . This represents a total of
176 decision variables.
3.3. Multiobjective Optimization
Since we perform multiobjective optimization in this study, we do not seek a single optimal solution for
each problem formulation but a set of nondominated solutions, also called the Pareto optimal set [Pareto,
1896]. Within this set, performance in any component objective can only be improved by degrading perfor-
mance in one or more of the remaining objectives. Over the last decade, multiobjective optimization prob-
lems of increasing complexity have been explored using multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs).
MOEAs are heuristic algorithms that evolve approximations to the Pareto optimal set through search pro-
cesses that exploit global probabilistic search operators for mating, mutation, and selection [Reed et al.,
2013]. We use the Multi-Master Borg MOEA [Hadka and Reed, 2015] to optimize the operating policies of
the four reservoirs in the Red River basin. Multi-Master Borg is a hierarchical parallelization of the Borg
MOEA [Hadka and Reed, 2013], which has been shown to improve the reliability of attaining high-quality
approximations to the Pareto optimal set for challenging real-world problems [Hadka and Reed, 2015; Giu-
liani et al., 2017]. The Multi-Master Borg consists of multiple master-worker implementations of the Borg
MOEA, called islands, which coevolve through the aid of a controller that keeps a global archive of the best
solutions across all of the islands.
We use Multi-Master Borg with 16 islands and run 5 random algorithm trials, or seeds, of 400,000 function
evaluations per island. Visual inspection of search progress indicated that this was sufﬁcient, as progress
had reached an asymptote of diminishing returns with little variability across the ﬁve random seeds. The
epsilon dominance archiving used in Borg requires that users specify levels of precision for each objective
Table 4. Within-Ensemble Aggregators and Across-Ensemble
Noise Filters for Objective Calculations Under Each Formulation
Objective
U (Within-
Ensemble
Aggregator)
W (Across-
Ensemble
Noise Filter)
JWCHydro E365T minN
JWP1Hydro E365T quantile{U, 0.01}
JEVHydro E365T EN
JWCDeficit2 E365T maxN
JWP1Deficit2 E365T quantile{U, 0.99}
JEVDeficit2 E365T EN
JWCFlood E365T maxN
JWP1Flood max365T quantile{U, 0.99}
JWP1Recovery
E365T quantile{U, 0.99}
JEVRecovery
E365T EN
JEV & SDHHydro Std E365T stdN
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below which they are indifferent to dif-
ferences in performance. Table 5 shows
the values of epsilon (or signiﬁcant preci-
sions) used for each objective in this
study. Giuliani et al. [2017] optimized the
worst case formulation on the Texas
Advanced Computing Center (TACC)
Stampede Cluster (https://www.tacc.
utexas.edu/stampede/) using 512 cores
per island and 400,000 computational
hours, and we optimized the remaining formulations on the Blue Waters supercomputer (http://www.ncsa.
illinois.edu/enabling/bluewaters) using 1024 cores per island and a total of 1.7 million computational hours.
For each formulation, we obtained approximate Pareto sets by combining and re-sorting the best solution
sets found by each seed.
3.4. Diagnostic Verification of Optimized Policies
The ﬁnal step we have added to the EMODPS framework in this paper is the diagnostic veriﬁcation of the
optimized policies. We evaluate the performance of the control policies in two ways: (1) by reevaluating
their performance over out-of-sample streamﬂow ensembles, and (2) by analyzing their multireservoir man-
agement behavior and the system dynamics that result from operating with policies that emphasize differ-
ent objective preferences from the rival problem formulations. In the ﬁrst step, we reevaluate all of the
policies over a second ensemble of stochastic streamﬂows that is 100 times larger than the ensemble used
during optimization. This corresponds to a 5000 member ensemble of 20 year simulations for the WC for-
mulation, and a 100,000 member ensemble of 1 year simulations for all other formulations. If the solutions
achieve similar objective values in the reevaluation as in optimization, then both the objectives and policies
are stable, so we can trust our representation of policy performance.
In this study, we also reevaluate the solutions from each problem formulation on the objectives from each
of the other formulations using the sets of streamﬂows from both the optimization and validation. This
allows us to visualize the regrets associated with risk-averse versus risk-neutral objectives to determine the
costs in expectation of optimizing to the worst case and vice versa. We can also see if the stability of a par-
ticular objective depends on whether or not that objective was included in the optimization. This can be
used to diagnose whether poor performances in reevaluation are due to the policies being overﬁt, or to the
objectives themselves being inherently unstable.
Finally, the second step of the diagnostic veriﬁcation is to analyze the behavior and consequences of oper-
ating with the optimized policies. In this study, we select a few solutions from different formulations to see
how operations vary as a function of both preference and formulation. Analyzing the operations and state
behavior of the system opens the black box of the policy function, providing insights into how the policies
are able to achieve the objective values that they do.
4. Results and Discussion
Here we present the results of the EMODPS policy optimization and diagnostic veriﬁcation. In section 4.1,
we show the multiobjective trade-offs that emerge from the Pareto-approximate solutions discovered
under each of the four candidate problem formulations (see Tables (2–4)). In section 4.2, we assess how
well these solutions generalize on out of sample streamﬂows, and reevaluate the competing formulations
in each other’s spaces (i.e., we resimulate the control policies found under each problem formulation to cal-
culate their performance on the objectives from all of the other formulations). Lastly, in section 4.3 we illus-
trate how these control policies affect downstream ﬂood dynamics at Hanoi.
4.1. Rival Representations of Red River Trade-Offs
The best known approximations of the Pareto optimal sets discovered for each of the four candidate prob-
lem formulations of the Red River test case are shown using parallel axes plots in Figures 4a–4d. In these
plots, each shaded line corresponds to an operating policy for the system’s four reservoirs that intersects
each vertical axis at the value it achieves for the objective that axis represents. Solutions from the WC
Table 5. Epsilons Used for Multiobjective Optimization Under Each Problem
Formulation
Objective
WC
Formulation
WP1
Formulation
EV
Formulation
EV&SDH
Formulation
JHydro 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5
JDeficit2 5.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
JFlood 275.0 0.05 0.05 0.05
JRecovery 0.5 0.5 0.5
JHydro Std 0.05
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formulation are shown in red (plot a), from the WP1 formulation in blue (plot b), the EV formulation in green
(plot c), and the EV&SDH formulation in purple (plot d). We use this color scheme to distinguish the candi-
date Red River problem formulations in all subsequent ﬁgures. In Figures 4a–4d, all the vertical axes have
been oriented such that the optimal direction is downward. All lines have been shaded according to their
performance on the hydropower objective, with darker shades representing greater production. Conse-
quently, theoretical ideal solutions in each of the spaces plotted in Figure 4 would be dark shaded horizon-
tal lines intersecting the bottom of each axis.
In parallel axes plots, intersecting lines between pairs of vertical axes designate trade-offs between those
two objectives, as superior performance in one objective comes at the expense of inferior performance in
another. In Figures 4a–4d, one can also observe trade-offs between the hydropower objective and objec-
tives oriented on nonadjacent axes through shading. For visual clarity, we have thinned the four Pareto
approximation sets illustrated in Figure 4 by re-sorting them with larger epsilons to attain representative
sets of approximately 100 solutions in each plot that fully span the trade-offs discovered in this study.
Across Figures 4a–4d, the major trade-off of note is between hydropower and ﬂooding, which can be seen
by the inversion of the color gradients along these two axes. This conﬂict results because high storages
favor hydropower production, while low storages favor ﬂood protection. There is also a weak, but nonlinear
trade-off between the squared water supply deﬁcit and ﬂooding, as well as between the squared water sup-
ply deﬁcit and hydropower, which can be seen by the crossing diagonal lines between these adjacent axes
across all formulations. For the formulations that include both the ﬂood vulnerability and resilience
a)
c)
b)
d)
Figure 4. Approximate Pareto sets from the (a) WC formulation, (b) WP1 formulation, (c) EV formulation, and (d) EV&SDH formulation. Each axis represents a different objective from that
formulation and each shaded line a solution in the approximate Pareto set. All lines are shaded by their performance on the hydropower objective, with darker shades representing bet-
ter performance, and all axes are oriented such that the optimal direction is down. An ideal solution would therefore be a dark horizontal line across the bottom of the axes.
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objectives (WP1 in plot b, EV in plot c and EV&SDH in plot d), crossing diagonal lines between these axes
indicate that there is a strong trade-off between these two objectives. This suggests that in order to reduce
maximum ﬂood levels, moderately high ﬂood levels must be maintained, resulting in more sustained pres-
sure on the dikes.
Interestingly, the shapes of the trade-offs that emerge for the WP1 (plot b) and EV formulations (plot c)
are similar, suggesting that these conﬂicts are not quantile-dependent. However, this does not imply that
there is not a trade-off between average performance and the stability of performance. As can be seen
by the inversion of colors along the axes for expected hydropower and standard deviation of hydro-
power in the EV&SDH formulation (plot d), these objectives strongly conﬂict. In particular, the solutions
with the lowest standard deviation in annual hydropower production have similar average hydropower
production to the worst ﬁrst percentile hydropower production observed in the WP1 formulation. This
severe degradation in average performance occurs with the squared deﬁcit and recovery time objectives
as well.
4.2. Verification of Control Policies
As summarized in section 3.4, our ﬁrst diagnostic veriﬁcation step is to reevaluate the solutions from
each of the problem formulations in the objective spaces of all of the other formulations using both the
synthetic streamﬂow ensembles to which they were optimized and an out-of-sample validation set with
100 times as many ensemble members. The results of the reevaluation are shown in Figure 5, where each
plot represents a different objective. The ﬁrst row of Figure 5 shows the WC objectives, the second row
the WP1 objectives, and the bottom row the EV and EV&SDH objectives. Within each plot, points repre-
senting the multireservoir control policies are positioned along the x axis at their objective values
achieved in optimization, and along the y axis at their objective values in validation. Each plot is oriented
such that the lower left corner represents the most favorable direction. Solutions that achieve similar val-
ues in optimization and validation will fall near the 1:1 line, shown by a black, dashed line. If solutions lie
f )
a)
e)
b) c)
d) g)
h) i) j) k)
Figure 5. Validation of Pareto-approximate solutions from each formulation. (a–c) Objectives from WC formulation, (d–g) WP1 formulation, (h–k) EV and EV&SD_H formulation. In each
plot, each dot represents a different control policy positioned along the x axis at its objective value over the optimization set of streamﬂows, and along the y axis at its value over an
out-of-sample validation set with 100 times as many ensemble members. Solutions with stable performance between optimization and validation lie near the black dashed 1:1 line. All
plots are arranged such that the optimal direction is toward the lower left corner. The black solid line in Figure 5f represents the dike height at Hanoi.
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above this line, their performance degraded in reevaluation, and if they lie below, their performance
improved.
Figure 5 provides several insights into the stability of each of the problem formulations, as well as their
inherent biases, some of which were intended and others of which were not. Beginning with the WC objec-
tives in the ﬁrst row (plots a–c), the most prominent observation is the instability of these objectives, as
nearly all of the solutions lie above the dashed 1:1 line, indicating degrading performance in reevaluation.
The degradation is particularly bad on the ﬂood damages objective (plot c) due to the fourth-order polyno-
mial used to approximate damages when the water level at Hanoi exceeds 11.25 m. The fact that all of the
solutions degrade similarly whether or not they were optimized under this problem formulation indicates
that the degradation is not due to overﬁtting the radial basis functions that deﬁne the control policies but
instead due to the worst case formulation of the ﬂood objective itself. This is not surprising, as the worst
case is often unbounded and therefore likely to worsen as the sample size increases. This may not be prob-
lematic, for example, in the case of the hydropower objective (plot a) where the ordering of the solutions
from most favorable to least favorable does not considerably change in reevaluation. However, Figure 5c
indicates that this is not the case on the WC Flood objective, as some solutions that do relatively poorly
over the optimization set do relatively well over the validation set, suggesting that the original representa-
tion of the trade-offs from optimization may not be accurate.
This difference in the magnitude of degradation across objectives is likely due to their distributions. Hydro-
power has a bounded minimum production, and the squared deﬁcit a bounded maximum. Flooding, how-
ever, is unbounded, and the fourth order polynomial used to estimate damages in this study results in an
extremely fat tail. Optimizing the worst case of an unbounded, nonlinear objective is particularly difﬁcult, as
its value degrades severely with increasing sample sizes, resulting in greater noise than signal. Compound-
ing this difﬁculty is the nonuniqueness of calculating damages in expectation; a solution with frequent small
ﬂoods may have similar expected damages to a solution with infrequent large ﬂoods. As a result, the perfor-
mance of the optimized operating policies is highly sensitive to the streamﬂows they are optimized to, mak-
ing it difﬁcult to reliably compare alternative solutions. These results call into question the effectiveness of
using min-max objectives for robust optimization, as is often recommended in the literature [Wald, 1992;
Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007], at least when the objective’s performance is noisy and unbounded.
Fortunately, the second row of Figure 5 (plots d–g) shows that the WP1 objectives are much more stable, as
the points cluster around the 1:1 line, with some solutions degrading in reevaluation and others improving.
Interestingly, though, unlike on the WC objectives for which instability is independent of formulation, there
is evidence of formulation-dependent instability on the WP1 Flood objective (plot f), as the WC and WP1
solutions do not systematically degrade, while the EV and EV&SDH solutions do. Since the WC formulation is
the only formulation that does not include the WP1 Flood objective, the stability of these solutions on this
objective suggests that the formulation of the objective itself does not cause instability. The degradation of
the EV and EV&SDH solutions therefore must be due to overﬁtting of the control policies to the streamﬂows
over which they were optimized. While the degradation of the EV&SDH solutions on the WP1 Flood objec-
tive is less than for the EV solutions, it is still greater than for the WP1 solutions. This suggests that optimiz-
ing to the worst ﬁrst percentile across all objectives results in fairly stable policies from year to year, while
including expectation in the formulation results in more variable interannual performance on all objectives,
not just the objectives optimized in expectation. Adding an objective related to interannual variability such
as the standard deviation in hydropower production enables more stable performance on WP1 objectives,
but not as stable as when optimizing to the worst ﬁrst percentile across all objectives.
Another noteworthy observation from the second row of Figure 5 (plots d–g) is that the WC solutions lie far
from the ideal point on both the WP1 ﬂood resilience (WP1 Recovery, plot g) and ﬂood vulnerability (WP1
Flood, plot c) objectives. Performance is particularly bad on the WP1 Flood objective, as several of the WC
solutions lie above the black line drawn at 2.15 m, indicating that these solutions do not provide protection
to the 100 year ﬂood. While the WC formulation of the ﬂooding objective was intended to be especially risk
averse by modeling damages above 11.25 m with a fourth-order polynomial and minimizing the worst case
performance across the ensemble, the calculation of expected damages over 20 years enables severe ﬂood
events to be masked by drier years with little to no damages. Instead of forcing the discovery of more con-
servative ﬂood policies, the fourth-order polynomial only serves to make the objective values unstable, as
shown in the row above (plot c). Ironically, the WC solutions perform well on the hydropower objective
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from every formulation (plots a, d, and h), though, indicating that despite the harsh ﬂood penalty this for-
mulation actually favors optimizing hydropower production over ﬂood protection.
On the contrary, the WP1 formulation of the ﬂood objective, which focuses solely on large events, allows for
the discovery of policies that provide protection at the 100 year level under both the optimization and vali-
dation streamﬂow ensembles. Unlike the nonunique damage function, the ﬂood resilience and vulnerability
objectives are able to distinguish between ﬂooding caused by small, frequent events (captured by the resil-
ience objective) and large, infrequent events (captured by the vulnerability objective). Additionally, despite
the WP1 Flood objective only having the equivalent of a linear penalty on the maximum water level at
Hanoi as opposed to the fourth-order polynomial on damages, the WP1 solutions still obtain low ﬂood dam-
ages according to the WC Flood objective (plot c). This linear penalty is able to reduce the noise in the tails
of the ﬂooding objective while the worst ﬁrst percentile bounds its performance, resulting in a stable objec-
tive that is able to simultaneously minimize expected damages. This greater ﬂood protection does come at
a cost, however, as the WP1 solutions do not do well on the WC Hydro objective (plot a).
These results suggest that minimizing ﬂood damages in expectation may be ill-advised because it is difﬁcult to
know a priori whether or not doing so will be effective in reducing severe ﬂoods, especially when damages are
uncertain or nonstationary and need to be approximated by a nonlinear penalty function. However, damage
functions may still be useful for comparing optimized solutions a posteriori. For example, one could resimulate
alternative nondominated policies over a larger ensemble of streamﬂows to estimate the maximum water level
and corresponding damages of more extreme events like the 500 year ﬂood, which one may not be able to
estimate precisely over computationally tractable ensemble sizes for optimization. This can also provide stake-
holders with a more realistic representation of the nonlinear mapping of stage to damages without suffering
the negative consequences of optimizing to a noisy, nonlinear objective function.
The ﬁnal row of Figure 5 (plots h–k) shows the performance of all of the solutions on the EV and EV&SDH
objectives. With most of the solutions lying nearly on the 1:1 line, these objectives are the most stable due
to the smaller sampling variability of the mean and standard deviation than quantiles in the tails [Stedinger
et al., 1993]. This row also highlights the regret associated with optimizing to the worst ﬁrst percentile, as
the solutions from the WP1 formulation do poorly on the EV Hydro objective (plot h). Regret in the opposite
direction is not as severe, as the EV solutions do fairly well on the WP1 Hydro objective in the row above
(plot d). However, while the WP1 solutions sacriﬁce EV Hydro performance, they do fairly well on the
EV&SDH Hydro Std objective (plot j) despite not explicitly including it in optimization. Additionally, while the
greater stability in interannual hydropower production enabled by the WP1 formulation does degrade per-
formance in EV Hydro, the degradation is not as severe as for the best Hydro Std solutions from the EV&SDH
formulation (plot h), suggesting that optimizing to the worst ﬁrst percentile is a more effective way to
reduce variability in performance without excessively sacriﬁcing average performance. As shown in support-
ing information Figure S1, the operating behavior of the WP1 solutions is also more in line with conven-
tional operations than that of the variance-minimizing EV&SDH solution.
Ray et al. [2013] and Watkins and McKinney [1997] draw similar conclusions from a water supply optimization
problem where including standard deviation in costs as part of the objective function led to more reliable and
sustainable results with respect to shortages, but increased vulnerability. Noting that minimizing variance
penalizes outcomes both above and below the mean, Ray et al. [2013] and Watkins and McKinney [1997] refor-
mulated their objective to incorporate a penalty for squared positive cost deviations from a target, a modiﬁca-
tion inspired by Takriti and Ahmed [2004]. Similarly, the worst ﬁrst percentile only penalizes outcomes below
the mean for maximization objectives and above the mean for minimization objectives. Both of these alterna-
tive objective formulations are able to achieve more stable policies without excessively compromising mean
performance, as Ray et al. [2013] and Watkins and McKinney [1997] found that the cost deviations penalty
resulted in less variable direct costs without increasing vulnerability with respect to shortages.
The conclusions from Figure 5 highlight the importance of evaluating rival framings of how stakeholder
objectives should be translated into quantitative performance measures when designing water resources
systems optimization problems. While engaging stakeholders in the problem formulation process is
important for ascertaining their qualitative objectives and such participatory modeling has improved
decision-making for water resources applications [Palmer et al., 1990], this process alone does not guar-
antee the design of effective policies, as it is not obvious a priori what the best mathematical
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characterization of stakeholder risk preferences will be. For example, if we had only translated stake-
holder objectives into the metrics utilized by the WC formulation, policies optimized to that formulation
would seem acceptable. However, since multiple quantitative translations of stakeholder objectives and
preferences have been tested here, it is clear that these policies may not provide sufﬁcient ﬂood protec-
tion, a consequence that would have otherwise gone undiscovered. Thanks to this rival framings analysis,
stakeholders in the Red River choosing from alternative policies can now better see the hydropower pro-
duction, deﬁcit and ﬂood levels they would expect both on average and once every 100 years under poli-
cies from different formulations. Further analysis illustrating simulated behavior with different policies
could better illustrate when and how severe periods of ﬂooding, drought, and high or low hydropower
production might be.
4.3. Impacts of Problem Framing and Preference on Control Policies and Flood Dynamics
For the second step of the veriﬁcation process, we have selected solutions from different preference regions
of each formulation’s Pareto approximate set to analyze more deeply. In the supporting information, we
examine the reservoir operations that result from these policies to determine how each solution is able to
achieve its objective values. In general, we ﬁnd that the best ﬂood solutions maintain the lowest storages
across the reservoirs to retain capacity to capture large ﬂood events, while the best hydro solutions main-
tain the highest storages to have a high head differential for greater power production. Solutions favoring
other objectives maintain intermediate storage levels. Comparing solutions from similar preference regions
across formulations, the WC solutions tend to maintain the highest storages, explaining why they perform
well on every formulation’s hydropower objective, and poorly on the WP1 Flood objective.
In addition to examining the operations at each of the reservoirs, it is informative to visualize how these opera-
tions result in different responses downstream at Hanoi. For this analysis, we highlight solutions from the WC
and WP1 formulations to distinguish the effects of these two variants of risk-averse optimization problems, and
in particular two variants of ﬂood control objectives. To illustrate a discrete number of policies spanning a wide
range of preferences, we select the best hydro solution, best ﬂood solution, and a compromise solution from
each formulation. It has been long noted that multiobjective participatory planning in water resources systems
is critical for discovering candidate compromise policies [Maass et al., 1962; Cohon and Marks, 1975; Matalas
and Fiering, 1977; Haimes and Hall, 1977]. Recent advances in visual analytics have enhanced the interactive
and collaborative exploration of candidate compromise solutions using techniques such as brushing objectives
on stakeholders’ performance criteria [Basdekas, 2014; Herman et al., 2014; Huskova et al., 2016; Groves et al.,
2016]. Analyzing the behavior of compromise solutions from different formulations and how they compare
with extreme solutions, one can see how stakeholders will make better, more-informed decisions if choosing
compromise solutions from a number of different problem formulations.
Figure 6 shows where the three selected solutions from each formulation lie with respect to each of the
objectives on a parallel axis plot (plots a and b), as well as how their storage trajectories differ at Hoa Binh
(plots c and d). Generally speaking, the storage trajectories of the compromise solutions lie between those
of the best hydro and best ﬂood solutions. For each of these solutions, we use the simulations from the vali-
dation set of 100,000 years of synthetic inﬂows to estimate the probability density function (PDF) of the
water level at Hanoi over time. Figure 7 shows these estimates in log space for each of the solutions, with
high probabilities shaded red, moderate probabilities yellow, and low probabilities blue. A dotted line is
drawn at the ﬁrst alarm level of 6 m, a dashed line at the second alarm level of 11.25 m, and a solid line at
the dike height of 13.4 m.
Across all solutions, the general shape of the time-varying PDFs is similar. The water level of the high-
probability density region in red increases from May to July due to the monsoonal rains. As the rains sub-
side at the end of the season, the water levels begin to fall and low levels are maintained throughout the
dry season until the beginning of the next calendar year. Then, in response to the high releases from the
reservoirs to meet the agricultural water demand during the planting season (see Figure 1), water levels at
Hanoi brieﬂy spike and then fall again before the next monsoon season begins. The shape of the second
spike varies by solution, illustrating the different ways that the water demand can be met and the reservoirs
emptied in advance of the monsoon. The shape of the spike for the best WP1 ﬂood solution is particularly
interesting as there seems to be a bifurcation with two different release magnitudes depending on how
much water needs to be released to meet the agricultural water demand.
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While the general shape of the time-varying PDFs is similar across solutions, there are some important dif-
ferences. Comparing the three solutions from the WC formulation in the top row (plots a–c), these differ-
ences appear to be minor, but across the WP1 solutions in the bottom row (plots d–f), noticeable
differences emerge. The best ﬂood solution from the WP1 formulation (plot d) actively attempts to reduce
the peak water level at Hanoi by maintaining moderately high water levels throughout the monsoon
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6. Best hydro solution (green), best ﬂood solution (purple), and compromise solution (brown) from (left column: a and c) WC formu-
lation and (right column: b and d) WP1 formulation. The top row (Figures 6a and 6b) shows the location of these solutions in the objective
space of their problem formulations, while the bottom row (Figures 6c and 6d) shows their storage trajectories at Hoa Binh.
a) b) c)
d) e) f )
Figure 7. Probabilistic trajectories of the water level at Hanoi. (top row: a–c) Trajectories for three selected WC solutions and (bottom row:
d–f) three selected WP1 solutions. The dotted line represents the ﬁrst alarm level of 6 m, the dashed line the second alarm level of
11.25 m, and the solid line the dike height of 13.4 m. The best WP1 ﬂood solution (Figure 7d) has a higher probability of crossing 6 m than
the other solutions, exhibiting less resilience, but a lower probability of crossing 11.25 m, exhibiting less vulnerability. The probabilistic
behavior of the compromise WP1 solution (Figure 7f) lies between that formulation’s best ﬂood (Figure 7d) and best hydro (Figure 7e) sol-
utions, while differences are harder to see for the best WC solutions (Figures 7a–7c).
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season. In contrast to the best ﬂood solution from the WC formulation (plot a), it has a much greater proba-
bility of crossing 6 m, but a lower probability of crossing 11.25 m. This again highlights the trade-off
between ﬂood resilience and vulnerability. It should be noted, though, that reducing the probability of
crossing 11.25 m also appears to reduce the probability of overtopping the dikes at 13.4 m, as the best ﬂood
solution from the WC formulation (plot a) also overtops the dikes more often than the best ﬂood solution
from the WP1 formulation (plot d), although this is a rare event for both solutions.
Comparing the best WP1 ﬂood solution (plot d) to the best WP1 hydro solution (plot e), one can see the
probabilistic effects of different preferences on the water level at Hanoi over time. Under operations with
the best WP1 hydro solution (plot e), the time-varying density of the water level at Hanoi more closely
resembles that of the best WC hydro solution (plot b), with water levels exceeding 6 m less often earlier in
the monsoon season than the best WP1 ﬂood solution (plot d). However, this results in a greater probability
of exceeding both the second alarm level of 11.25 m and the dike height of 13.4 m. The WP1 compromise
solution (plot f), strikes a balance between the two, crossing 11.25 m more often than the best WP1 ﬂood
solution (plot d), but less often than the best WP1 hydro solution (plot e). The fact that these differences are
less obvious between the WC solutions in plots a–c, whose probabilistic water level dynamics most closely
resemble those of the WP1 hydro solution, highlights that the WC formulation is actually far less conserva-
tive with respect to ﬂooding than intended, and instead maximizes hydropower production. Consequently,
stakeholders simply choosing a compromise solution among a set of nondominated policies from a single
formulation would make a poor decision if only the WC formulation were used to design operating policies.
While the storage and release trajectories in concert with the time-varying PDFs in Figure 7 provide some
understanding of how the operations lead to this coincident behavior, it is helpful to visualize these state
trajectories jointly through a state space diagram [Nayfeh and Balachandran, 2008]. State space diagrams
are useful for examining how a system evolves in time. For example, one can observe whether and when a
system converges to a steady state, bifurcates into separate trajectories, or exhibits periodic orbital behavior
[Nayfeh and Balachandran, 2008]. Applied here, the state space diagram may enhance our understanding of
the stability of different operating policies, and how they achieve their objective values.
Figure 8 shows the probabilistic state space diagram for the compromise solutions from the WC (plot a) and
WP1 (plot b) formulations, to further highlight the beneﬁts of testing multiple problem formulations to
guide stakeholders in discovering effective compromise solutions. Tracing the high-probability density
regions in dark red, one can see that for the WC compromise solution in plot a, total reservoir storage ini-
tially increases without signiﬁcantly increasing the water level at Hanoi. This is because the reservoirs are
not releasing much of what comes in, trying to maintain high storages for hydropower production. How-
ever, once the reservoirs reach maximum capacity, they are forced to increase releases and the water level
at Hanoi quickly rises. Notice this occurs before the total storage capacity has been reached. This indicates
that this policy is not making full use of all of the reservoirs. Supporting information Figure S2 suggests that
this is because the WC solutions maintain high storages at Hoa Binh to maximize hydropower production
and attempt to use the smaller Thac Ba reservoir for ﬂood protection. The state space diagram in Figure 8a
suggests that this is insufﬁcient, as the larger reservoirs ﬁll to capacity and are forced to spill water down-
stream, while the smaller reservoirs have unused capacity that is not being fully exploited for ﬂood protec-
tion. Consequently, under the lower probability events in yellow and light blue, water levels exceed 11.25 m
over a range of total storages from about 15–25 km3 and overtop the dikes at storages between about 22
and 25 km3.
The compromise solution from the WP1 formulation exhibits very different joint state behavior. Tracing
again the highest probability streak in red, one can see that storage levels increase in concert with the
water level at Hanoi. This is because the reservoirs do not store up everything that comes in, but release
some water to maintain more storage space for potential future ﬂood events. Most of the time, the water
level at Hanoi reaches the ﬁrst alarm level of 6 m and levels off there. As the monsoon subsides, the water
level at Hanoi drops while storage remains high. This is because little ﬂow comes during the dry season, so
the reservoirs store up as much water as possible to meet the agricultural demand. In the occasional wet
year when the WP1 compromise solution reaches maximum storage, water levels also rise sharply as for the
WC compromise solution, but this happens less often and only at maximum total system storage, indicating
that this solution is better able to make use of the full system capacity for ﬂood protection. As a result, the
probability of crossing 11.25 m is lower, as seen by the greater blue shade above this line compared to the
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yellow shade above it for the WC compromise solution. Additionally, the WP1 compromise solution only
ever results in overtopping when storage is at its maximum, while this occasionally occurs with the WC
compromise solution before total storage capacity has been reached.
5. Conclusions
This study uses the multireservoir Red River system in Vietnam to illustrate that even modest changes in
how objectives are quantiﬁed in a control problem can yield a surprising cascade of impacts on system per-
formance. Consequently, it is important to test rival problem framings to determine the consequences of
alternative quantitative abstractions of stakeholder objectives. In this system, where operating policies must
balance the competing needs of ﬂood management, hydropower production, and water supply for agricul-
ture, we ﬁnd that several commonly used problem framings can result in damaging unintended conse-
quences. First, minimizing variance-based objectives often yields harsh consequences for expected
performance while maximizing expected value objectives tends to expose systems to negative, high vari-
ance outcomes. In the context of reservoir controls, our results show that maximizing expected value objec-
tives also has a tendency to yield over-ﬁt control policies that do not generalize well out of sample. Finally,
the Red River test case formulation with the greatest inherent negative consequences observed here is the
worst case formulation commonly used in robust optimization [Wald, 1992; Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007] as it
results in unstable policies that provide a poor representation of the system trade-offs and unintended
modes of failure.
While it is known that the worst case over a large ensemble will degrade compared to the worst case over a
smaller ensemble, this is not always of consequence if policies that minimize performance near the tails of
an objective’s distribution simultaneously minimize even more extreme values of the distribution. In this
study, that is the case for the worst case hydropower and squared deﬁcit objectives, but not for the worst
case ﬂood damages objective due to the noisy, unbounded penalty function used to approximate damages
in expectation. An important outcome of our results is that minimizing this nonunique, nonlinear functional
abstraction of ﬂood damages in expectation inadvertently maximizes hydropower production, yielding
levee overtopping in Hanoi for the 100 year ﬂood level. This is true even if minimizing the worst case
expected damages across an ensemble of multiyear streamﬂows. Fortunately, we ﬁnd that the conse-
quences of minimizing nonunique, nonlinear, worst case objectives can be overcome by formulating dis-
tinct, linear, worst ﬁrst percentile objectives. In particular, minimizing the worst ﬁrst percentile of the annual
maximum water level solely targets large, infrequent events with a linear penalty, resulting in a stable objec-
tive that is able to simultaneously reduce expected damages, and the probability of observing even larger
ﬂood events. Additionally, it is able to reduce interannual variability without compromising expected perfor-
mance as signiﬁcantly as when including variance minimization as an objective.
a) b)
Figure 8. Joint probability density of total storage (x axis) and water level at Hanoi (y axis) under operations with the (a) WC compromise
solution and (b) WP1 compromise solution. The WC compromise solution initially ﬁlls the reservoirs without releasing much, maintaining
low water levels at Hanoi until the largest reservoirs reach maximum storage and must spill, causing the water level at Hanoi to jump. The
WP1 compromise solution ﬁlls the reservoirs more slowly, releasing at the same time, causing water level and storage to rise simulta-
neously. This behavior makes better use of the full system capacity, reducing the probability of reaching maximum storage, and causing
the water level at Hanoi to spike.
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These conclusions have signiﬁcant implications for how reservoir operations are optimized for ﬂood protec-
tion. Minimizing expected ﬂood damages is a common objective in reservoir operations, but it may not ade-
quately reduce system hazard. However, minimizing the more effective worst ﬁrst percentile maximum
annual ﬂood objective while also maximizing expected hydropower production is only possible with simula-
tion optimization frameworks such as EMODPS. Furthermore, EMODPS facilitates coordinated control across
multiple reservoirs without suffering from the curse of dimensionality. The high-dimensional, multiobjective
Red River control problem explored in this study is representative of the contextual and mathematical chal-
lenges that will be faced in a broad range of global multireservoir systems. Our ability to discover and
appropriately manage the water, energy, and food trade-offs within these systems can be greatly advanced
with the parameterization-simulation-optimization approach demonstrated here. Future work should focus
on improving how information feedbacks and scalable control frameworks can be used to rigorously evalu-
ate rival problem framings for managing complex river basins balancing evolving multisectoral demands,
ecological impacts, and changing hydrologic extremes.
Appendix A: Objective Formulations
This appendix provides a detailed, mathematical description of the objectives in equation (10) under each
of the four problem formulations. Recall from equation (8) that the d-th objective, Jd, is calculated by aggre-
gating a daily metric, gd(t, i), over a T-year simulation (indexed by t) using some operator, U, and then ﬁlter-
ing the result over an ensemble of N of these simulations (indexed by i) using some statistic, W. For the WC
formulation, objectives are calculated across N5 50 ensemble members in which simulations are of length
T5 20 years, while for the other formulations N5 1000 ensemble members and T5 1 year.
A1. Hydropower Production
Across all formulations, total daily hydropower production gt,i from the four reservoirs in the i-th ensemble
member, gHydro(t, i), is averaged over the simulation length of each ensemble member:
UHydroðiÞ5E365T ½gHydroðt; iÞ5 1365T
X365T
t51
X4
j51
gjt;i

: (A1)
JWCHydro is then calculated as the minimum value of UHydro(i) across the N ensemble members, J
WP1
Hydro as the ﬁrst
percentile, and JEVHydro as the average:
JWCHydro5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UHydroðiÞ5 min
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UHydroðiÞ; (A2)
JWP1Hydro5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UHydroðiÞ5quantile
i2ð1;...;NÞ
fUHydroðiÞ; 0:01g; and (A3)
JEVHydro5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UHydroðiÞ5EN½UHydroðiÞ5 1N
XN
i51
UHydroðiÞ: (A4)
A2. Squared Water Supply Deficit
Across all formulations, the daily squared water supply deﬁcit in the i-th ensemble member, gDeficit2ðt; iÞ, is
ﬁrst averaged over the simulation length of each ensemble member:
UDeficit2ðiÞ5E365T ½gDeficit2ðt; iÞ5
1
365T
X365T
t51
D2t;i: (A5)
JWCDeficit2 is then calculated as the maximum value of UDeficit2ðiÞ across the N ensemble members, JWP1Deficit2 as the
99th percentile, and JEVDeficit2 as the average:
JWCDeficit25 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UDeficit2ðiÞ5 max
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UDeficit2ðiÞ (A6)
JWP1Deficit25 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UDeficit2ðiÞ5quantile
i2ð1;...;NÞ
fUDeficit2ðiÞ; 0:99g; and (A7)
JEVDeficit25 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UDeficit2ðiÞ5EN½UDeficit2ðiÞ5
1
N
XN
i51
UDeficit2ðiÞ: (A8)
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A3. Flood Damages and Vulnerability
In the WC formulation, the daily value of the ﬂooding objective in the i-th ensemble member, gWCFloodðt; iÞ, is
calculated using the penalty function displayed in Figure 3, which approximates damages as a function of
the water level at Hanoi, zHNt;i . The damage function, FðzHNt;i Þ, is a piecewise polynomial described by the fol-
lowing equation:
FðzHNt;i Þ5
0; zHNt;i  6:0m
75; 000
5:25
ðzHNt;i 26Þ; 6:0m < zHNt;i  11:25m
1:53106ðzHNt;i Þ427:003107ðzHNt;i Þ3
11:223109ðzHNt;i Þ229:453109zHNt;i ; zHNt;i > 11:25m
12:7431010
:
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
(A9)
Within each ensemble member, the daily value of the damage function is averaged over the simulation
length:
UWCFloodðiÞ5E365T ½gWCFloodðt; iÞ5
1
365T
X365T
t51
FðzHNt;i Þ: (A10)
JWCFlood is then calculated as the maximum value of U
WC
FloodðiÞ across all N ensemble members:
JWCFlood5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UWCFloodðiÞ5 max
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UWCFloodðiÞ: (A11)
In the WP1, EV and EV&SDH formulations, the ﬂooding objective is framed as a ﬂood vulnerability objective
rather than a ﬂood damage objective. Within each ensemble member i, gWP1Floodðt; iÞ is deﬁned as the daily
water level at Hanoi in excess of 11.25 m, and UWP1FloodðiÞ is deﬁned as the maximum value of gWP1Floodðt; iÞ over
the simulation length:
UWP1FloodðiÞ5 max
t2ð1;...;365TÞ
½gWP1Floodðt; iÞ5 max
t2ð1;...;365TÞ
½max ðzHNt;i 211:25m; 0Þ (A12)
JWP1Flood is then calculated as the 99
th percentile of UWP1FloodðiÞ across the N ensemble members and is constrained
to be 2.15 m:
JWP1Flood5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½UWP1FloodðiÞ5 quantile
i2ð1;...;NÞ
fUWP1FloodðiÞ; 0:99g and (A13)
JWP1Flood  2:15m: (A14)
A4. Flood Resilience/Recovery Time
The WP1, EV, and EV&SDH formulations all include an additional ﬂooding objective to the ﬂood vulnerability
objective which represents the inverse of ﬂood resilience. This objective, JRecovery, indicates the time to
‘‘recover’’ once the water level at Hanoi exceeds 6 m. First, the within-ensemble average recovery time,
URecovery(i), is calculated as:
URecoveryðiÞ5
X365T
t51
It;iX365T
t51
mt;i
(A15)
where
It;i5
0; zHNt;i  6m
1; zHNt;i > 6m
and
(
(A16)
mt;i5
1; t51 and zHNt;i > 6mor
t > 1; zHNt;i > 6mand z
HN
t21;i  6m
0; otherwise
:
8><
>: (A17)
It,i is an indicator variable signifying if the water level at Hanoi is above 6 m, while mt,i is an indicator variable
signifying if a 6 m ﬂood event has just begun. In the WP1 formulation, the 99th percentile value of
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URecovery(i) across the N ensemble members is minimized, while in the EV and EV&SDH formulations the aver-
age is minimized:
JWP1Recovery5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½URecoveryðiÞ5quantile
i2ð1;...;NÞ
fURecoveryðiÞ; 0:99g and (A18)
JEVRecovery5 W
i2ð1;...;NÞ
½URecoveryðiÞ5EN½URecoveryðiÞ5 1N
XN
i51
URecoveryðiÞ: (A19)
A5. Standard Deviation of Annual Hydropower Production
In the EV&SDH formulation, J
EV & SDH
Hydro Std is deﬁned as the standard deviation in average annual hydropower pro-
duction, UHydro(i), across the N ensemble members:
JEV & SDHHydro Std5 Wi2ð1;...;NÞ
½UHydroðiÞ5stdN½UHydroðiÞ
5½ 1N21
XN
i51
ðUHydroðiÞ2JEVHydroÞ21=2:
(A20)
This is the only formulation which explicitly includes the interannual variability in hydropower production
as an objective.
Acronyms
ANN Artiﬁcial Neural Network
cap capacity
CCFSC Central Committee for Flood and Storm Control
EMODPS Evolutionary Multi-Objective Direct Policy Search
EV Expected Value
EV&SDH Expected Value & Standard Deviation of Hydropower
HB Hoa Binh reservoir
HN Hanoi
IWRP Institute of Water Resources Planning
IMRR Integrated and sustainable water Management of Red Thai Binh Rivers system in changing
climate
lat lateral ﬂow
MARD Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
MOEA Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
MOIT Ministry of Industry and Trade
RBF Radial Basis Function
SL Son La reservoir
TB Thac Ba reservoir
TOT total
TQ Tuyen Quang reservoir
WC Worst Case
WP1 Worst First Percentile
Notation
A Number of RBFs in RBF policies
B Number of inputs to RBF policies
b Radii of RBF policies
C Constraint on value of ﬂooding objective function
c Centers of RBF policies
D Daily water supply deﬁcit
e Evaporation rate
F Value of damage function on a given day
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g Value of objective function on daily time step
I Indicator variable for days on which Hanoi water level exceeds 6 m
J Objective function value across all ensemble members
M Number of outputs of RBF policies
N Number of ensemble members
q Flow
r Reservoir release
S Surface area of reservoir
s Reservoir storage
T Number of years per ensemble member
t Time
u Policy-prescribed release
W Water demand
w Weights of RBF policies
x Vector of inputs to RBF policies
z Water level
g Hydropower production per reservoir
h Vector of RBF parameters w, c, and b
m Indicator variable for days on which Hanoi water level ﬁrst exceeds 6 m
s Tide level
! Water volume in the canals
U Operator for the aggregation of g over time
W Statistic used to ﬁlter noise of objective function across ensemble members
. Total inﬂow to the canals
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